HOW A STARTUP COMPETES
WITH BIG BUILDERS
“What do you mean purchase orders?” The first
question asked of Isaac Stocks as he, with partner
Tom Young, sent their first POs in 2015 to trades
in Washington State. The northwest market was
typically resistant to change and slow to adopt new
processes. Yet, Stocks and Young, previously Vice
Presidents of Operations and Land at a top national
builder, built their startup with a keen eye for the
future trends and technology.
In 2014, the partners founded Azure Northwest Homes, a
community builder in Seattle-Tacoma, with a lean, flexible
operation and process in mind. Stocks and Young saw an

opportunity to build homes that catered to the unique
characteristics and demographics of the northwest market.
After securing a small parcel of land in a brand-new, masterplanned community near Tacoma, Azure Northwest Homes was
off to the races building their first four homes. In a community
that will grow to 9,700 homes, Azure was the new entrant, seeking
to differentiate their product and brand amongst established
national builders.
With local connections and expertise, the partners would build
Azure Northwest Homes “like a national” in terms of technology
and process, while remaining a community builder at heart.
They would bring expertise, professionalism and execution
without losing the care, attention and quality of a local builder
– unwavering focus on building long-term relationships with
customers, employees and trades.

THE NEW FORMULA
Top national builders in the Tehaleh development
were focused on building cookie-cutter houses in
a very non-traditional community. When founding
Azure Northwest Homes, Stocks and Young wanted
to break away from tradition and focus on agile,
forward-looking processes. Quality. Efficiency. And
a personal touch.
Their new formula started with quality: understand what the
customer is looking for, and deliver with each and every home.
This unique community deserved unique homes, and Azure worked
with a local architect to create floor plans that fit the pacific northwest
lifestyle. Immediately, buyers flocked to the extra-large pantries and
oversized garages – perfect for the two-car family with outdoor “toys”
and tools. The rooftop decks, natural light and picture frame windows
highlighted the beauty of the landscape. Azure homes were built with the
customer in mind, fitting the demographic, and competitors took note.
The formula includes a strong personal touch. Most buyers of new
homes get to “officially” see it just once – just before they pick up
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the keys – for a final inspection. Azure homebuyers will see their
home THREE times before they move in. Home buyers receive
weekly updates throughout the building cycle via email. Stocks
also makes it his mission to personally shake the hand of each new
Azure homeowner on the day that they receive the keys to their
new home.

“I just love to shake the hands of our happy home
owners,” says Stocks. “It keeps me connected to
the people that buy our homes – and those smiles
are the reason we do what we do.”
The new formula would not be complete without efficiency. The
ability to properly streamline all processes and deliver homes on
time and guarantee quality is a key differentiator in the homebuyer’s
eyes. As home builders grow to build more and more homes,
efficiency requires a lot of planning, and a solid system of record.
Stocks and Young built their first four houses with a blueprint and
a spreadsheet. “It was awful, but we had to start somewhere,” says
Stocks. “We knew we needed management software, but we had
to get these homes off the ground. As soon as those first four were
complete, we went to market for software.”

BUILDTOPIA
Azure started looking for a solution that could
help them become more flexible, schedule
smarter and build at a faster pace. Coming from
an efficient builder of hundreds of homes annually,
the partners knew what well-designed software
looked like, and it usually came with a hefty price
tag. Azure needed a flexible system that could grow
with their team, and one that could be customized
to meet their needs. Stocks had used BuildTopia
with a previous builder, and was confident that this
cost-effective web-based software solution would
be a good starting point.
“We could not do what we do without BuildTopia,” says Todd Everest,
Director of Construction at Azure Northwest Homes. “This system
puts real-time information the hands of our superintendents, trades,

and back here in the office. This sounds straightforward but it’s
crucial. Our team is always on the same page.”
With 361 options set up in BuildTopia, Azure is able to test new
options as custom requests before they consider offering them
to more customers. Custom options allowed Azure to generate
$85,000 to $125,000 in additional revenue in each home they build.

“We used to have this stack of invoices that had already
passed through the accounting department and could not
be reconciled. I’m talking about a literal stack of paper
two feet high. With BuildTopia, we can access our invoices
more efficiently. ” - Michael Brasgalla, Purchasing Manager
at Azure Northwest Homes
Air-tight scheduling and strict adherence to purchase orders for trades and
suppliers allows Azure to operate on their own terms. Trades have access
to their schedule, customers are confident, superintendents manage more
homes in less time, and accounting reconciles consistently each month.
The efficiencies of a well-designed software offering are now paying dividends.
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THE FUTURE-PROOF HOME BUILDER
Stocks and Young have big plans for Azure Northwest Homes – on
track to build over 100 homes in 2018 and $1 million homes in Kirkland
and Bellevue. Azure had carved out a niche in the Washington market,
and now attracts new buyers based on their reputation alone.
These three components – quality, efficiency, and a personal touch
– add up to the Azure Northwest customer experience. With a strong

process and a scalable system to manage that process, the company
has positioned for growth in Washington and beyond.

REQUEST A DEMO
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